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Abstract--In this paper, a hybrid Discrete Fractional Cosine 
Transform (DFrCT) with Tikhonov regularization based Turbo 
Minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalization (DFrCT-

Turbo) is presented to suppress inter-carrier interference (ICI) 
over underwater acoustic channels (UWA). The scheme is based 
on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) scenario. 
In addition, an optimal order selecting method for DFrCT is 
developed by maximizing carrier to interference ratio (CIR) to 
UWA channel character. Simulation results show that BER 
improvement of up to 5dBs over traditional orthogonal based 
methods with moderate complexity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are two main obstacles of communication over 
underwater acoustic channel (UWA)[1], significant time 
delays that may reach fractions of seconds and severe Doppler 
spread mobile attributed to high mobile between transmitter 
and receiver.  An increase in the number of subcarriers in 
OFDM systems contributes to a decrease of subcarrier spacing 
bandwidth. Consequently such schemes are subject to suffer 
from loss of orthogonality of subcarriers, caused by highly 
Doppler spread, contributing to Inter-Carrier-Interference 
(ICI)[2]. Research has focused on the suppression of ICI with 
low complexity, which can be divided into prior FFT and post 
FFT methods respectively [2]. Post FFT mainly deal with 
equalization techniques. By exploring the band nature of 
frequency channel matrix, block band MMSE (BMMSE) are 
used[3], in which symbols are jointly equalized in a block, and  

its complexity is linear to block length, superior to that of 
conventional MMSE, growing cubically in subcarrier 
numbers.  

Based on BMMSE, the performance could be further 
improved in combination with interference cancellation, such 
as maximum-likelihood and decision feedback approaches.  

Iterative detection and decoding techniques were 
introduced in [4]-[6], such as the block turbo equalizer based 
on the exchange of soft extrinsic information [most often log-

likelihood ratios (LLRs)] between MMSE equalization, and 
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) decoder. Banded 
equalization with iterative data detection has a superior 
robustness against errors of channel estimation, which usually 
occurs in the UWA scenario [7]-[8].  

To compete with the doubly selective (both time and 
frequency selective) nature of UWA channels, in our previous 
work [2] the conventional FFT demodulation in the OFDM 
was replaced by the Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT) [9] 
which transforms the signal into an intermediate domain 
between time and frequency. Doubly selective channel 
response were shown to be concentrated into narrower bands, 
allowing ICI in adjacent subcarriers to be concentrated around 
main diagonal of channel frequency matrix.The Fractional 
Cosine Transform (FrCT), based on the eigen-decomposition 
of the DCT kernel, shows a better energy concentration than 
FrCT and FFT with less complexity [10]. 

In this paper, a novel block turbo MMSE equalization 
method for OFDM scenario based on Discrete Fractional 
Cosine Transform (DFrCT), called DFrCT-Turbo is presented. 
An optimal order selecting scheme for DFrCT is provided. At 
the analysis stage, a doubly selective channel scenario is 
simulated and the results show the superior performance of the 
DFrCT-Turbo approach compared to conventional turbo 
equalization and DFrFT-OFDM. Moreover, the BER 



performance is further improved by incorporating 
convolutional error correction coding. 

The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the proposed DFrCT-Turbo based algorithm, with a 
DFrCT-OFDM block, a low complexity block turbo 
equalization based on Tikhonov regularization, and an optimal 
order selecting scheme. In section 3, simulation results and 
discussions are reported. Section 4 gives a conclusion. 
Nﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐぎ In this paper, transpose, conjugate and conjugate 
transpose are denoted as 岷┻ 峅脹 ┸ 岷┻ 峅茅 and 岷┻ 峅滝 respectively. 穴件欠訣岶┻ 岼 denotes a diagonal matrix produced by a vector 岷┻ 峅沈┸珍 extracts the 件 th row and 倹 th column element from a 
matrix. Finally, 隼┻ 伴朝 is the modulo-N 
calculation.押┻ 押indicates the Frobenius norm 

II.  System model 

A. DFrCT-Turbo Transceiver 

The proposed DFrCT-Turbo system shown in Figure 1 
consists of several blocks. At first, switch 1 is open and the 
system works in optimal order selection model to search the 
optimal order  膳形径憩range from -1 to 1. An initial order of –1 is 
used. The input signal sn is passed through conventional rate ½ 
ECC and interleaver modules. The encoded data vector is then 
transformed into time domain using an inverse DFrCT of 
order ゎ. The separate parallel data streams are then converted 
to a serial data after adding cyclic prefix. The serial received 
data stream is corrupted by a doubly selective channel with 
additive white Gaussian noise n. The output of the channel is 
fed into the DFrCT optimal order selection module. The 
optimal order 膳形径憩is feedback to transmitter. Then, the switch 
1 close and the system works on equalization model, the 
received signal at optimal order  膳形径憩 is converted to a parallel 
data stream, which is processed by the DFrCT after discarding 
cyclic prefix. Then, the Tikhonov regularization based turbo 
MMSE equalization is carried out on each block of symbols 
jointly, and iteratively interchanges extrinsic information with 
the convolutional decoder.  

 
 

Figure1: Diagram of DFrCT-Turbo Transceiver 

B. Discrete Fractional Cosine Transform (DFrCT) 
The Discrete Fractional Cosine Transform (DFrCT) [11], a 

generalization of the cosine transform (DCT), transformed a 
function into an intermediated domain between time and 
frequency, according to the rotation of time-frequency 
distribution via angle or order. In our previous work [10], the 

DFrCT of order is expressed in matrix vector notation as 
below: 姿詩 噺 擦詩姉                                      (1) 
Where 姿詩 噺 岷検底岷ど峅┸ 検底岷な峅 ┼ 検底岷軽 伐 な峅峅脹, 姉 噺 岷捲岷ど峅┸ 捲岷な峅 ┼ 捲岷軽 伐 な峅峅脹

 

and 釧膳 is the N point Fractional Cosine Transform matrix. 
Similarly, the inverse DFrFT is written as  姉 噺 擦詩殺姿詩 噺 擦貸詩姿詩                             (2) 

It represents one of the main components of the proposed 
algorithm and is described in the next section.  
 

C. Discrete Fractional Cosine Transform (DFrCT) OFDM 
system 

The DFrCT based OFDM system, replaces both the 
Discrete Fourier (DFT) and inverse Discrete Fourier 
Transform (IDFT) blocks by the DFrCT and IDFrCT 
respectively. The 窪軍-block binary sequence mapped by BPSK 
constellation 史 噺 範嫌怠 ┼ 嫌朝尼飯┸ 嫌津 樺 袋貸 な ,is allocated into N 
subcarriers via a binary matrix, denoted as 雑 噺 峙ど朝尼諜岫朝貸朝尼岻【態薩錆珊ど朝尼難岫灘貼灘尼岻【鉄峩脹

              (3) 
where宋靴景轡is an LxM diagonal zero matrix, and 掘靴 is an LxL 
identity matrix. 
Then, the signal, modulated by the IDFrCT, is corrupted by a 
doubly selective (DS) channel. After removing cyclic prefix, 
the received signal 栗契is expressed as 三仔 噺 殺仔史仔 髪 士仔 

         噺  殺仔擦貸詩雑纂仔 髪 擦詩士仔                    ふヴぶ 
where 殺仔  represents the time domain channel matrix 
characterized by 岷殺仔峅餐┸斬 噺 崕 月岷券 伐 詣 髪 件┸ 件 伐 倹峅              件 半 倹┸月岷券 伐 詣 髪 件┸ 詣 髪 件 伐 倹 伐 な峅  件 隼 倹 

The received signal after DFrFT demodulation can be then 
expressed as  三纂讃 噺 雑殺擦詩殺仔史仔 髪 擦詩士仔 

                  噺  雑殺擦詩殺仔擦貸詩雑纂仔 髪 擦詩士仔 

       =雑殺殺纂讃雑纂仔+ 擦詩士仔                         ふヵぶ 
According to the frequency channel matrix 殺纂讃 噺擦貸詩殺仔擦詩┸if the channel is time invariant,殺仔is a convolutional 

matrix and the band structure of 殺纂讃 , therefore, will be 
diagonal. However, the band structure of 殺纂讃 over doubly 
selective channel is not diagonal, and energy spreads into 
adjacent subcarriers, contributing to ICI. The structure of 殺纂讃 
becomes banded, with nonzero off-diagonal coefficients, most 
of which concentrates around the main diagonal. Notice that, 
the complexity grows linearly with the length of the OFDM 
block, thus introducing the requirement of low-complexity 
equalization. The binary matrix not only mitigates the adjacent 
channel interference, but also eliminates coupling components 
at the upper right and bottom left corner of 殺纂讃. 

Due to the fact that the majority of components are 
distributed around the main diagonal, masked channel matrix 
is applied to reduce the computational complexity of 屈袈係 , 



defined as 刷 噺 崕 範殺讃仕飯沈┸猪沈袋通苧灘袋怠 ┸        伐 戟 判 憲 判 戟ど┸                             剣月建結堅拳件嫌結                        ふヶぶ 

where U could is selected to be proportional to the Doppler 
bandwidth, confining the non-zero elements to be confined to 
U off-diagonals above and below the main diagonal of 殺讃仕. 
 

D. Selection of optimal order 

As mentioned above, the off-diagonal coefficients 
representing ICI spread around the main diagonal of 殺纂讃, and 
the allocation of its power changes according to fractional 
order  ゎ of DFrCT-OFDM. When the system reaches its 
optimal order, the coefficients on or along the main diagonal 
will be largest, which means non-diagonal elements 
contributes to the least ICI. Meanwhile, it means that the sub 
channel carrier frequencies variation match the high time-

frequency distortion of the channel. In this paper, the search of 
optimal order 膳形径憩 is based on exploiting carrier–to-

interference ratio (CIR), defined as follows 察薩三 噺 デ 押刷岫仔┸仔岻押匝錆仔転層デ 押刷岫仔┸暫岻伐刷岫仔┸仔岻押匝錆暫転層暫惇仔                       (7) 

where殺纂讃 is replaced by the masked channel matrix 刷暫, as 
mentioned in 2.3.Subsequently, the optimal order can be 
estimated as a maximum CIR problem, as follows 糠墜椎痛 噺 欠堅訣版 岷察薩三峅底樺岷貸怠┸怠峅陳沈津 繁                        (8) 

The iterative search approach can be applied within the 
range of ゎ  from 伐な��な .It is obvious that the selection of 
optimal orderゎdepends on the channel properties, including 
number of subcarriers N, Doppler shift, number of resolvable 
paths and channel power delay profile. The optimal order膳形径憩 
searched at the receiver is then sent back to the transmitter as 
illustrated in Fig 1.  
 

E. Tikhonov regularization based turbo MMSE equalization 

Turbo equalization is a Bayesian iterative method that is 
obtained by estimating prior information, including the mean 捌 噺 岷仕層 ┼ 仕錆峅and the auto-variance 惨 噺 纂餐珊賛岷耳層 ┼ 耳錆峅of 
the symbols. Initially, there is no prior information, so we 
assume for all the symbols, the linear MMSE estimate of the 契憩刑subcarrier is denoted as 史賦仔 噺 仕仔 髪 札仔殺岫三纂讃 伐 刷捌岻                    (9) 
Where the coefficients of 契憩刑subcarrier is denoted as 賛仔 噺 岫刷惨刷殺 髪 誌薩岻貸層産暫耳仔                  (10) 
where 紘 denotes the inverse of signal to noise ratio (SNR-1).  

However, the doubly selective channels could be highly 
ill-conditioned, which means that the ratio between the largest 
eigenvalue and the smallest eigen value of the channel matrix 
become very large. Therefore, at high SNR, the inverse matrix 
contained in the MMSE formula is subject to significant 
numerical errors, contributing to less stable of equalization. In 
order to solve this problem, a Tikhonov regularization based 
MMSE algorithm is proposed to replace the inverse of Signal 
to noise (SNR-1) ratio by inversed modified signal to 

interference (SINR) ratio [12], which is described as follows 

  SINR=層貸皿伺皿伺袋誌                                   (11) 
Where 隈形 represents the out of band power, defined as 皿伺 噺 舗殺纂讃貸刷暫舗匝錆珊                             (12) 
Where 窪珊 represents the uncompensated ICI that falls in a 
specific data subcarrier.The total uncompensated ICI must be 
divided by the number 窪珊 of data subcarriers. Equation (10) 
therefore, can be changed to 札仔 噺 岫刷惨刷殺 髪 傘薩錆三 茅 薩岻貸層産暫耳仔          (13) 

In addition, the matrix inversion of a banded matrix in the 
MMSE equalizer leads to a significant increase in 
computational complexity. 鯖拶鯖殺 factorization equalization 
[3]is applied to exploit the band structure of 札仔. 

Based on the output of equalizer 史賦仔 , the extrinsic log-

likelihood ratio (LLR)is ッ鯖岫史賦仔岻 , which represents the soft 
information based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
criterion.Assuming that the estimate 慧賦契meets the requirement 
of conditionally Gaussian distribution with probability density 
function (PDF), then ッ靴岫慧賦契岻 may be written as  ッ鯖岫史賦仔岻 噺 使岫史賦仔】史仔岻 噺 層慈時仔匝 蚕姉使 岫】史賦仔貸侍仔】匝貸岫時仔岻匝 岻      (14) 

Where 侍赴仔and 時仔匝represent the mean and variance, which could 
be denoted as 侍仔 噺 撮岶史賦仔】史仔岼 噺 仕仔 髪 札仔殺産暫岫史仔 伐 仕仔岻┸     敬兄憩刑 慧契 噺 罰層 

                                     時仔匝 噺 察伺士岫史賦仔┸ 史賦仔】史仔岻                  (15) 
The aposteriori LLR靴岫慧契】慧賦契岻can be obtained by the sum 

of the extrinsic LLR ッ靴岫慧賦契岻and the a priori LLR 靴岫慧契岻 as 
follows [7]: 皿岫史仔退袋層】史賦仔岻皿岫史仔退貸層】史賦仔岻婀娶娶婬娶娶婉鯖岫史仔】史賦仔岻 噺 残仔 使岫史仔】史仔退袋層岻使岫史仔】史仔退貸層岻婀娶娶婬娶娶婉ッ鯖岫史賦仔岻 髪 皿岫史仔退袋層岻皿岫史仔退貸層岻婀娶婬娶婉鯖岫史仔岻       (16) 

 From the input data it is noted that the a priori LLR is 
available before the equalization. The calculation of the 
updated mean and auto-variance of the estimated symbol is as 
follows [8]: 
                              仕拍 仔┻仔蚕始 噺 嗣珊仔酸岫鯖岫史仔】史賦仔岻【匝岻 

                                      耳仔┸仔蚕始 噺 層 伐 岫仕拍 仔┻仔蚕始岻匝               (17) 
After that, the updated means 型拍 契┻契祁敬 and variance 耳仔┸仔蚕始of current iteration is feedback to equalization, ready 

for next iteration. The posteriori LLR of current iteration 鯖岫史仔】史賦仔岻 could be a priori LLR for the next 
iteration鯖仔蚕始岫史仔岻.In our paper, the extrinsic soft information 
LLR ッ鯖岫史賦仔岻 calculated from equalization is sent to 
convolutional decoder for further update of LLR information 
mean and auto-variance.   

III. Simulation result and discussion 

The DFrCT-Turbo is simulated, with its performance 
compared to that from the turbo equalization based on 
conventional OFDM and DFrCT-OFDM. The channel in this 
simulation is selected as doubly selective Rayleigh fading 
channel, with perfect channel state information. In addition, a 
rate 1/2 convolution coding is incorporated to improve the 
performance. 



A.      Simulation set up 

The number of subcarriers is N=128, of which 96 are 
active and the length of cyclic prefix is L=8. The normalized 
Doppler frequency is血鳥 噺 ど┻ぬどッ血, where ッ血is the normalized 
subcarrier spacing.The UWA channel is modeled as Rayleigh 
fading channel with exponential multipath intensity profile of 
[-7.2, -4.2, -6.2, -10.5, -12.2, -14.0]dB and time delay profile 
of [0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.16, 0.23, 0.5] ms. The signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) ranges from 0 to 80dB. In addition, the low complexity 
equalizer is set at U=6 and the number of Monte Carlo runs is 
10000. [13] 
 

B.      Simulation performance analysis 

Figure 2 compares the BER performance of the DFrCT-

Turbo, conventional OFDM scheme with Tikhonov 
regularizationbased turbo MMSE equalization and DFrCT-

OFDM. The optimal order obtained is 0.95. It can be seen that 
performance of DFrCT-Turbo is superior to that of 
conventional OFDM with a BER improvement of 1dB. The 
reason of positive results is that non-zero band of the channel 
matrix in the fractional domain is lower than the conventional 
frequency domain, especially in doubly selective channel. In 
the other word,the allocation of the band of conventional 
OFDM distributes over more frequencies is than that of 
DFrCT, which means the energy of H辰脱  based on DFrCT 
concentrates closer to the diagonal, contributing to less ICI 
and better BER performance. 

 
Figure2: BER of DFrCT-Turbo and OFDM-Turbo, and DFrCT-OFDM 

 

Figure 2 shows that the DFrCT-Turbo is superior to 
DFrCT-OFDM by approximately up to 5dB, attributed to the 
iterative performance of Tikhonov regularization based turbo 
MMSE equalization. 

Figure3: BER of DFrCT-Turbo from iteration 1 to 4     
Figure 3 shows the performance of the proposed DFrCT-

Turbo at different equalization iterations. It can be seen that 
the BER improves as the number of iteration increases 
converging to the optimum at the 4th iteration.   
Figure4 compares the performance of the proposed turbo 
equalization of DFrCT-OFDM turbo with or without error 
correction coding, which is a rate 1/2 convolutional code with 
generator matrix [1 0 1,1 1 1] and random interleaving. The 
iteration number is set at 2. It is obvious that the system with 
ECC code outperforms with significant BER improvement of 
30dB.    

 
Figure4: Comparison of BER of DFrCT with or without convolutional coding 

IV. Conclusion 

A novel DFrCT-Turbo system based on the hybrid use of 
the Discrete Fractional Cosine Transform (DFrCT), Tikhonov 
regularization based turbo MMSE equalization and low 
complexity banded MMSE equalization, and has been 
presented. The simulation results demonstrate that ICI is 
significantly mitigated under doubly selective channel 
compared to the conventional OFDM at moderate complexity 
providing an improvement in the overall Bit Error Rate. 
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